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Foreword

Divorce has become an unhappy fact for many
couples in the UK. Given that people become
vulnerable to loss of income during a divorce,
MASECO Private Wealth is issuing a series of
fact cards as a financial roadmap for those going
through a divorce.

Funding a divorce is often a primary concern
throughout the proceedings. Steps on how to
prioritise financially, manage the household
budget, and gain financial independence for the
future can be found in the following Whitepaper,
Stepping Towards A New Life.

The Stepping Towards A New Life
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Introduction
Step 1: Funding a new divorce
Step 2: Living through a divorce
Step 3: A good divorce
Step 4: Financial independence
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Divorce and Your Finances

Divorce has become an unhappy fact for many couples
in the UK – approximately 42% of all marriages break
apart. The typical divorcées are 40ish, tied the knot
more than ten years ago, and are generally parents.1
For those who have chosen to give up their professional
careers to care for their children and spouses, divorce
poses singular financial and emotional challenges.
Over the years, MASECO Private Wealth has advised
a number of people in this situation, helping them to
manage the financial side of a process that can often
take years to settle. Everyone’s story is unique. But
when it comes to wealth planning, the stories share
commonalities: Many are scared. Some don’t know
much about their assets – where they are and in whose
name. Their spouse holds the power of the purse. We
regularly hear these kinds of questions:

Both men and women can be vulnerable to loss of
income during a divorce. Then, they may suddenly
find themselves with a lump sum settlement. In
Stepping Towards A New Life, we at MASECO
Private Wealth hope to enable those going through
a divorce to make well-informed choices about their
finances so they can maintain the relationships they
hold dear.
MASECO is neither a tax adviser nor a lawyer and you
should consult specialists in this area before making a
decision on your own individual needs.
The Stepping Towards A New Life series covers four
critical steps:
Step 1:	Funding your divorce – Establishing priorities,
planning ahead

»» How do I find the funds to pay for a lawyer?
»» How will I handle emergency repairs on the 		
family home?
»» Will I be able to pay for the things that matter 		
most to me:
i. Clothes and essentials for the kids?
ii. The annual family gathering or the weekly
lunch with close friends?
Each step in the series provides he necessary
information for getting through and past this difficult
time.

Step 2:	Living through a divorce – Tips on managing
the household budget
Step 3:	A good divorce – A common-sense guide to
dividing the family assets
Step 4: Financial independence – Preparing for your
new future after your divorce
If you would like to receive the Stepping Towards
A New Life series, please contact Rory Dorman on
0207 043 0460.
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Risk Warnings and Important Information
The above article does not take into account the specific goals or requirements of individual
users. You should carefully consider the suitability of any strategies along with your financial
situation prior to making any decisions on an appropriate strategy. You should remember that
the value of an investment and the income from it could go down as well as up. The return
Estate planning considerations for a UK pension
This change is a welcome development for
at the end of the investment period is not guaranteed
and you may get back less than you
Americans as the UK Lump Sum Death Benefit
originally
invested.
For a US taxpayer it is worth looking at both the
tax was not considered to be an inheritance tax
US and the UK estate tax considerations on a UK
and was unable to be offset against US estate tax.
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to nominate a beneficiary to inherit their pension
assets. This is no longer the case.
at death, rather than pay the 55% charge. There is
no requirement for the named beneficiary to be an
The new flexible drawdown rules and the elimination
immediate family member or dependant.
of the 55% death tax allows more funds to pass
on to beneficiaries for their use as they see fit.
There is slightly different treatment on inherited
When determining the most appropriate distribution
benefits depending on whether the individual dies
options and embarking on a SIPP distribution
before or after reaching age 75. The treatment is
strategy it will continue to be important for US
outlined below:
taxpayers to consider their US estate tax position
and legacy goals accordingly.
1. Death before age 75
Advice customised for you
An individual will be able to pass on the remaining
defined contribution pension to anyone as a tax-free
At MASECO, we are experts in providing bespoke
lump sum, regardless of whether it is in drawdown or
solutions to meet the needs of US taxpayers based
uncrystallised. The beneficiary will pay no tax on the
in the UK. We have worked with people like you
money they subsequently withdraw from the pension,
for many years and understand the key issues,
whether it is taken as a single lump sum, or accessed
opportunities and difficulties you face.
through drawdown. It is important to note that the
changes are only applicable to defined contribution
Our process of working together begins with a
schemes that have not been used to purchase an
Discovery Meeting. This meeting helps to create
annuity or are being paid through a pension scheme.
clarity around your aspirations so that we can focus
on creating a strategy to achieve your objectives.
2. Death at or after age 75
Please get in touch to arrange a convenient time
to meet and answer your questions or discuss your
If an individual dies with uncrystallised pension funds
financial concerns as a US taxpayer living in the
or while in drawdown, the beneficiary will be able to
UK.
access withdrawals from the pension flexibly over
time and there are no restrictions on the amount that
Risk Warnings
can be withdrawn at once. As funds are withdrawn,
the beneficiary will pay tax at their marginal rate of
The value of an investment and the income from it
income tax. If they choose to receive the pension as
could go down as well as up.
a lump sum payment. The distribution will be taxed
based on the individual’s marginal rate of tax.
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